
The state Department of Environmental Protection said recent changes to its 

policy regarding the review of sediment, erosion and stormwater control plans 

for gas exploration will enhance environmental safeguards. 

Some environmental groups said they fear the changes will give the oil and gas 

industry a free pass to do as they please regarding those safeguards. 

Under the new policy, county Conservation Districts will no longer review the 

plans. The reviews now will be done by DEP staff, according to the agency. 

The department also is making plans to streamline its erosion and sediment and 

stormwater permitting processes as they pertain to gas drilling. 
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The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) announces the release of "Modern 

Shale Gas Development in the United States: A Primer." The Primer provides 

regulators, policy makers, and the public with an objective source of informa-

tion on the technology advances and challenges that accompany deep shale gas 

development.  

Natural gas production from hydrocarbon rich deep shale formations, known as 

"shale gas," is one of the most quickly expanding trends in onshore domestic oil 

and gas exploration. The lower 48 states have a wide distribution of these 

shales containing vast resources of natural gas.  
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By Jack Walters, ACSL Conservation Chair 
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This is my Pledge! 

www.acslpa.org 
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A letter from the DEP's Office of Water Management notified the agency's regional offices and Conser-

vation Districts about the changes. 

"The (department) continues to refine and integrate the regulatory programs and processes associated with 

the Marcellus Shale plan. To take full advantage of this opportunity as a chance to improve efficiency of 

our resources and maximizing the effective delivery of these programs, DEP is transferring some of the as-

sociated permitting review and process functions," the letter said. 

"The changes were made for two reasons," DEP press secretary Teresa Candori said. "Conservation District 

staff were not doing inspections of oil and gas well sites. DEP regional staff were doing that. It made little 

sense to have Conservation District staff doing the review of plans and issuing permits when we already 

had DEP people doing inspections. This way we have a uniform procedure." 

Candori said that although the agency provided Conservation District staff with training, each district 

"handled things differently." 

"Now there is a uniform standard," she said. "This is a common sense change." 

According to Candori, the agency's goal is to offer gas drillers different methods to acquire erosion and 

sediment and stormwater control permits. 

The long-term goal is to create an administrative "permit-by-rule" process for low-impact earth distur-

bances that would require streamside improvements such as riparian buffers and low-impact best manage-

ment practices. 

The plan only requires the seal of a licensed professional engineer, "who would be ultimately responsible 

for the accuracy and completeness of the plan," according to Candori. 

Most, but not all, drilling sites would qualify for the permit-by-rule process, she added. 

The agency also is in the process of consolidating permit and review inspection responsibilities for erosion 

and sediment permits within each regional oil and gas office, Candori said. The agency recently opened a 

satellite oil and gas office in the northcentral region office in Williamsport. 

The office currently is staffed with about nine people. According to Candori, the agency plans to hire a total 

of 37 new staff to deal with oil and gas issues statewide. 

"We consider (the changes) an enhancement for environmental protection," she said. "It makes it better." 

But some environmental organizations do not agree. 

Pennsylvania Campaign for Clean Water, a consortium of 36 environmental organizations, sportsmens 

groups, watershed associations and others, issued a statement condemning the new policies. 

(continued on page 3) 
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"DEP's actions are complete give-aways to the oil and gas industry," said Delaware Riverkeeper Maya van 

Rossum. 

A riverkeeper is an advocate for a body of water and its surrounding community. 

Van Rossum complained that the agency changed the policy "without any public notice or opportunity to 

comment, and in so doing increased the likelihood of more sediment pollution to Pennsylvania's rivers and 

streams." 

Other organizations echoed van Rossum's concerns. 

"At a time when DEP is admittedly understaffed to deal with the rush of Marcellus Shale drilling in Penn-

sylvania, it makes no sense whatsoever to strip the Conservation Districts of their duties and give them to 

DEP staff that lack their level of experience in erosion and sediment control," Myron Arnowitt, Pennsyl-

vania state director of Clean Water Action. 

"Many local communities have already been heavily impacted by drilling," he said. "The public is looking 

for more oversight, not less." 

Matt Royer, an attorney for the Pennsylvania office of the Chesapeake Bay Foundation, suggested that fast-

tracking permits and eliminating technical review of erosion, sediment and stormwater plans is illegal under 

state and federal laws that require controls for those issues. 

Source: By DAVID THOMPSON dthompson@sungazette.com 
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Led by rapid development in the Barnett Shale in Texas, current shale gas activity is also found in areas of 

Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Illinois, and the Appalachian Basin. Some of these areas have 

seen little or no oil and gas activity in the past and new shale gas development can bring change to the envi-

ronmental and socio-economic landscape. With these changes have come questions about the nature of 

shale gas development, the potential environmental impacts, and the ability of the current regulatory struc-

ture to deal with this development.  

DOE recognized the need for a report that presents credible, factual information to address these questions. 

The Primer describes the importance of shale gas in meeting the future energy needs of the United States. It 

provides an overview of modern shale gas development, as well as a summary of federal, state, and local 

regulations applicable to the natural gas production industry, and describes environmental considerations 

related to shale gas development. 

Clean-burning natural gas will continue to play a vital role in meeting U.S. energy needs. And, U.S. natural 

gas supply is expected to come increasingly from domestic gas-filled shales. Key to the emergence of shale 

gas production has been the refinement of horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing technologies. These 

technologies enable industry to produce more natural gas from the shale formations economically and with 

less disturbance of surface environments. 

Protecting and conserving water resources is an important aspect of producing shale gas, and this DOE-

funded effort was championed by the Ground Water Protection Council, the national association of state 

ground water and underground injection agencies whose mission is to promote the protection and conserva-

tion of ground water for all beneficial uses. The Primer provides fact-based technical information for public 

education and informed regulation and policy decisions on the environmentally responsible development of 

the Nation’s shale gas resources.  

Source: U.S. DOE 

 

MORE INFO 

Link to the Primer  

http://www.fossil.energy.gov/programs/oilgas/publications/naturalgas_general/Shale_Gas_Primer_2009.pdf 

 

Ground Water Protection Council Web site 

http://www.gwpc.org/home/GWPC_Home.dwt 

 

Challenges of Shale Gas Development 

(continued) 
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DEP plans to take over environmental monitoring; local districts shut out  

An unexpected memo has abruptly taken the local connection out of environmental monitoring of Marcellus 
Shale Drilling. 
On March 18, the Department of Environmental Protection issued a memo to the 66 county conservation 
districts across the state saying some of the responsibilities for reviewing erosion and sedimentation control 
permits for construction of well pads, pipe lines, and access roads for Marcellus Shale gas wells will be 
handed over to the DEP regional offices. 
The memo said the change was an effort to streamline the process needed to get the wells up and running 
and to maximize efficiency. 
Previously, the conservation districts had been charged with reviewing the erosion and sedimentation con-
trol permits. The permits had to be submitted for sites which would have more than five acres of land dis-
turbed by the well's construction . 
Several of the districts have already been reviewing plans and issuing permits. Any plans submitted to con-
servation districts after April 1 are to be turned over to the DEP. 
Many districts were taken unawares by the sudden change in policy. 
"It came to a complete shock to all the districts," Deb Wilson, manager for the Jefferson County Conserva-
tion District said. "There was no notice, no meetings held (between the districts and the DEP). We've had 
no problems with (the DEP's) Oil and Gas (bureau) and we've always had a good relationship with DEP." 
"We were going to have a training seminar Friday to help educate the gas companies and the engineers 
about what they need to know when filling out the permit applications and putting the plans together. But 
we've had to cancel it because now the whole process is going to be different," Fred Berry, conservation 
technician for the Clearfield County Conservation District, said. "We're very surprised by the sudden 
change." 
Berry said the erosion and sedimentation permits for the wells are relatively new and the conservation dis-
tricts were told they would be handling the permits and reviewing the new plans back in April 2008. Berry 
said many districts started receiving the plans and permit applications for review that year. He said as the 
districts were getting familiar with the process and the steps involved in reviewing the plans, there were 
some "bumps in the road" and minor delays, however the permits were issued in a timely fashion. 
"There was some concern we were being slow, but we were justified. We invested a lot of time learning the 
process and we're very surprised to be taken out of the loop like this," he said. 
Another concern with the change is a lack of staff at the DEP regional offices to visit the sites. 
"They've removed the local control from the process," Bernie Spozio, watershed specialist for the Clarion 
County Conservation District, said. "That presents some problems because the local people have a better 
idea of the past history of the watershed in the area. The local tie is very important because we know the 
topography of the area, the condition of the streams and wetlands before the construction begins. The (gas) 
industry has been very responsible so far but each site is different. There's no 'cookie cutter' for building 
these well pads." 
Spozio said it will be difficult to judge the location of wetlands on the property just by looking at a map. 
"The more local involvement we have, the better it will be for everyone involved," he said. 
Berry said most of the permits will be reviewed by the DEP's Bureau of Oil and Gas from its offices in 
Pittsburgh, but there are also concerns about the DEP having enough staff to send someone out to view the 
actual sites where the wells are going to be placed. 

(continued on page 6) 
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DEP plans to take over environmental monitoring; local districts shut out  

(continued) 

"So far the number of permits have been manageable but if the price of natural gas goes up again, there 
could be an increase," Berry said. 

"We've always had a good rapport with (the DEP) but there's no way they will have time to inspect sites on 
the local level," Wilson said. "We need the gas wells but we don't want to destroy what we have. There are 
streams that are still dead because of the coal mining. We need to work together or it could be really catas-

trophic for the area." 
Calls to the Elk County Conservation District were not returned. 

--- 
Reported by Kimberly Finnigan, Tri-County Sunday.  

E-mail: kfinnigan@thecourierexpress.com 
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DEP SAYS ALLIANCE LANDFILL TO TURN METHANE GAS INTO ELECTRICITY 

 

Rather than burning the methane produced at its operation in Lackawanna County and releasing it into the 

air, Alliance Landfill will turn that gas into electricity under plans approved today by the Department of En-

vironmental Protection.  

Putting the gas, which is produced as garbage decomposes, to beneficial use offers environmental and eco-

nomic benefits, according to DEP Northeast Regional Director Michael Bedrin.  

“Since Governor Rendell took office six years ago, we’ve been working with landfills and encouraging 

them to put the methane gas they produce to good use rather than burn it off with flares,” said Bedrin. “The 

methane gas then becomes a renewable source of energy and a valuable resource that can power our homes, 

schools and businesses rather than polluting the environment and creating odors that are a nuisance to the 

nearby community.”  

DEP required Alliance to develop alternative plans to deal with its landfill gas when the department issued 

an operating permit renewal in July. The plans DEP approved today were submitted by the company in No-

vember to transmit its gas to an off-site facility.  

Methane gas generated at the landfill, which is located in Taylor Borough and Ransom Township, will be 

cleansed and piped to the PEI Energy Co-generation facility in Archbald Borough where it will produce an 

estimated 15 megawatts of electricity, or enough to power almost 12,000 homes.  

The co-gen plant generates about 106 megawatts of electricity using a combination of landfill and natural 

gas.  

UGI Corp is now building a pipeline to transmit the gas from Alliance to a compressor and filtering station 

at the landfill. From there, it will go on to the co-generation facility.  

DEP is continuing its review of a permit application from Alliance seeking an 87.3 acre expansion and an 

increase in its average daily volumes from 2,000 tons per day to 4,000 tons per day.  

For further information, visit www.depweb.state.pa.us, keyword: Waste Management. 

Source: PA DEP 
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GOV. RENDELL: DIESEL TECH GRANT WILL IMPROVE  

PITTSBURGH’S AIR QUALITY, BOLSTER ECONOMY 

The commonwealth has applied for a $1.5 million Clean Diesel Emerging Technology grant through the 

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act to upgrade two marine diesel engines in the Pittsburgh area, 

Governor Edward G. Rendell announced today.  

“Diesel engines play important roles in our every day lives, but old, inefficient engines are major sources of 

air pollution that make it difficult for many people to breathe,” Governor Rendell said. “Diesel emissions 

are not limited to our highways and factories. Marine vessels used at the Port of Pittsburgh are essential to 

moving freight along the Allegheny, Monongahela and Ohio rivers, but they also diminish the region’s air 

quality.  

“It is imperative that we come up with ways to keep the freight moving and at the same time improve the 

air we all breathe.”  

This ARRA grant would fund an overhaul on both propulsion engines in the Pittsburgh-based vessel Cham-

pion Coal, which operates on a 200-mile stretch of the Monongahela and Ohio rivers. Caterpillar dealer 

Cleveland Brothers in Murrysville will upgrade the tow boat’s two engines, which will reduce emissions 

and improve fuel efficiency.  

In addition to the environmental benefits, the project would also help strengthen the local economy by cre-

ating or retaining 32 jobs.  

The Port of Pittsburgh is the busiest port in the nation in terms of total commercial vessel trips made ac-

cording to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The Department of Environmental Protection estimates Alle-

gheny County has the highest annual emissions from commercial marine vessel activities of any county in 

the state with 3,500 tons of nitrogen oxides and 110 tons of particulate matter. The Champion Coal operates 

about 8,000 hours per year and the upgraded engines would reduce its air emissions by more than 86 tons 

annually. The vessel also consumes more than 780,000 gallons of diesel fuel per year. The upgraded en-

gines will use up to a five percent less fuel, which equates to an annual savings of 39,088 gallons of fuel, or 

nearly $86,000. “This project offers cost-effective emission reductions that are similar to the cost-

effectiveness of controls placed on highway vehicles or other types of nonroad equipment,” Governor 

Rendell said. “And because the Champion Coal operates in or near areas with poor air quality including ele-

vated fine particulate and ozone concentrations, higher than average population densities, and sensitive re-

ceptor locations like hospitals and schools, it will also help improve the quality of life and health of our citi-

zens.”  

Seeking federal funding for this project is the latest in a series of actions taken by Governor Rendell to re-

duce air emissions. Last week, the commonwealth applied for three additional Clean Diesel grants to up-

grade railroad diesel engines and to electrify truck stops along the Pennsylvania Turnpike. Last October, the 

Governor signed the Diesel-Powered Motor Vehicle Idling Act, which restricts heavy-duty diesel vehicles 

from idling more than five minutes per hour. To learn more about how the federal economic stimulus will 

benefit Pennsylvania, visit www.recovery.pa.gov.  

Source: PA DEP 
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Used Brass from U.S. Department of Defense no longer available to re-loaders. 

Georgia Arms is the 5th largest retailer of .223 Ammo in America . (they sell 9 mm, .45, etc ammo) 

 

They normally buy spent brass from the US Dept of Defense - 'one time used' shell casings by our Military 

- from training on Military bases, etc. They buy the brass and then re-load for resale to Law Enforcement, 

Gun Shops, Gun Clubs, Wal-Mart, etc. 

 

They normally buy 30,000 lbs of spent brass at a time. 

 

This week the DOD wrote a letter to the owner of Georgia Arms and said that from now on the DOD will 

be destroying the brass - shredding it.  It is no longer available to the Ammo makers - unless they just buy it 

in a scrap shredded condition (which they have No use for).  

The shredded brass is NOW going to be sold by the DOD to China as scrap metal....after the DoD pays for 

it to be shredded.   The DOD is selling the brass to China for less money than Ammo manufacturers have 

been paying...plus the DOD has to pay to have the brass shredded and do all the accounting paperwork. 

That sure helps the US economy now, doesn't it? Sell cheaper to China - and do not sell shells at all to a 

proven US business. Any agenda working here???? Obama going after our ammunition!!!!! 

 

The Georgia Arms owner even related a story that one of his competitors had already purchased a load of 

brass last week - and the DOD contacted him this week and said they were sending someone over to make 

sure it was destroyed. Shell Casings he had already bought! THE BRASS HAS NO VALUE TO THE 

AMMO MAKER IF IT IS DESTROYE D/SHREDDED/MELTED. THE AMMO MANUFACTURER 

ONLY USES THE EMPTY BRASS SHELLS TO RELOAD DIFFERENT CALIBERS - MAINLY .223 

BULLETS.  Georgia Arms owner says that he will have to lay off at least Half of his 60 workers, within 2 - 

3 months if the DOD no longer sells their spent brass to him. He has 2 - 3 months inventory of shells to use. 

By summer - he's out. If he has to buy new manufactured brass shells, then the cost of ammunitioin to the 

buyer will double and triple...plus Obama wants to add a 500% tax on each shell. 

 

You can read the info and see the DOD letter to Georgia Arms 

here:  http://www.theshootist.net/2009/03/dod-ends-sale-of-expended-military.html  
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River Sweep 2009 

Saturday June 20, 2009 

 

River Sweep is a riverbank cleanup of the Ohio River and its tributaries. 

River Sweep encompasses the entire length of the river, from its origin in at 

Pittsburgh to its end at Cairo, IL including 1,962 miles of shoreline and 

many tributaries.  

 

During 2008, more than 21,000 volunteers from public organizations, civic 

groups, recreational clubs and the general public in six states bordering 

the river came together to collect more than 20,000 tons of trash and other 

debris from the banks of the Ohio River.  

 

Since 1989, River Sweep has been organized by the Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation 

Commission, an interstate water pollution agency for the Ohio River Valley, along with 

environmental protection and natural resource agencies from Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, 

Kentucky, West Virginia, and Pennsylvania. 

 

The Allegheny County Sportsmen’s League has participated in this event 

since 1990. 
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POINT STATE PARK FOUNTAIN TO RUN AT REDUCED CAPACITY  

PENDING RENOVATION  

Department of Conservation and Natural Resources acting Secretary John Quigley said today that insuffi-

cient electrical service capacity at Pittsburgh’s popular Point State Park will prevent the iconic fountain 

there from operating at full capacity in 2009. 

The fountain is scheduled to undergo extensive renovations and improvements and will likely be turned off 

entirely in 2010 while that work is completed, he added. 

“We know that Pittsburghers see the fountain as symbolic of their city and we ask for their patience through 

the next two years,” Quigley said. “Once the renovations are complete, the water feature will be even more 

spectacular. 

“For 2009, we will be able to operate the peacock sprays around the perimeter of the fountain, but not the 

water column in the center,” Quigley added. 

The park has been experiencing electrical problems that affect operations of the fountain and the Fort Pitt 

Museum. Two separate engineering firms reviewed the issues and recommended that the fountain’s opera-

tions be limited to avoid problems. 

Point State Park is undergoing a $30 million improvement in several phases. The first phase, begun in the 

fall of 2006 and completed in spring of 2008, included a new lawn area on the city side of the park and re-

lated improvements. This spring, contractors planted 7,000 native shrubs and trees in the area known as the 

Woodlands. 

Subsequent phases of work will upgrade the Monongahela and Allegheny promenades along the wharfs to 

include water landings and marine tie ups; install new features that interpret the history, indigenous cultures 

and natural resources of the park; and add trail connections. The major overhaul of the fountain is also 

among the additional phases of work to be completed that is supported by a combination of state invest-

ments and business and private donations. 

The master plan for improvements to the 36-acre park was developed through many public meetings at-

tended by hundreds of community leaders, area residents, historians, archeologists and other experts. 

“So far, we have been able to meet every challenge throughout this major scale public improvement project 

thanks to an unprecedented public-private partnership and a talented team at DCNR,” said Lisa Schroeder, 

executive director of Riverlife, one of the partner organizations. 

The Allegheny and Monongahela rivers meet at Point State Park to form the Ohio River. During the mid-

1700s, the armies of France and Britain were attracted to this area, each vying for control of the Ohio Val-

ley. In 1758, construction of Fort Pitt began by the British at the rivers’ confluence to replace Fort Du-

quesne, an outpost that was abandoned by the French following the French and Indian War. 

 

(continued on page 12) 
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POINT STATE PARK FOUNTAIN TO RUN AT REDUCED CAPACITY  

(continued) 

By the 1950s, the area had deteriorated into a commercial slum. The planning and construction of Point 

State Park was one of the key accomplishments of Pittsburgh's first Renaissance urban renewal initiative. 

The fountain was dedicated by the state on Aug. 30, 1974, marking completion of the park’s construction. 

For more information about Pennsylvania’s 117 state parks, visit www.dcnr.state.pa.us. 

Source: PA DCNR 

 


